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u n i v e r s i t y  o f  g e o r g i a  p r e s s

In partnership with the Georgia Institute of Technology, Georgia State University, and 
the University of Georgia, the University of Georgia Press has established the Georgia 
Poetry Prize, a national competition that celebrates excellence in poetry.

Supported by the Bruce and Georgia McEver Fund for the Arts and Environment, the 
Georgia Poetry Prize is open to unpublished, original collections of poems written in 
English by residents of North America.

Winners are selected through an annual competition. The contest is open for 
submissions from October 1 to November 30 each year. The prize has been established 
through a generous gift from Bruce McEver, a graduate of Georgia Tech and member 
of the Advisory Council of the University of Georgia Press, in memory of his late wife, 
Georgia McEver.

Submission guidelines: www.ugapress.org/index.php/series/GPP

judges
Travis Denton

James Davis May

Chelsea Rathburn
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Chouteau’s Chalk

chouteau’s chalk
Rosa Lane
Selected by Magdalena Zurawski

“The lush sounds of the poems in Rosa Lane’s Chouteau’s Chalk make even the silent reader’s ears prick up. 
Her words wind us feverishly through landscapes of initiation, those early erotic encounters so impressed 
upon our being that we can only look back and say ‘hello, me.’ The spaces here are sometimes wounding, 
‘outlined in neon, a noble gas, atomic, orange,’ or ‘a blur, a fallen entity / inside the house,’ but like all freedom 
songs, they map the road taken. Here that road is queerly, wildly, sweetly taken, ‘zipping us all the way down 
the beck.’”—Magdalena Zurawski

paperback, $19.95  |  978-0-8203-5456-9
ebook available

my american night
Christopher P. Collins
Selected by David Bottoms

“Seldom have I ever read such a brutally honest depiction of warfare. Chris Collins does not shy away from the 
painful complexities but lets the mysteries shine through. In a voice both original and completely honest, he 
reveals the deep paradoxes of the human spirit. This is a powerful collection of poems.”—David Bottoms

paperback, $19.95  |  978-0-8203-5205-3

sun & urn
Christopher Salerno
Selected by Thomas Lux

“If a poet ends a poem early in a book with, ‘And always a hellhound be,’ I keep reading. If, several poems later, 
a speaker is burning his deceased father’s toupee in the yard, I keep reading—harder, closer. Christopher 
Salerno’s Sun & Urn is a highly accomplished (he has learned his trade!), a madly imaginative, and, ultimately, 
a brilliant and deeply human book. Read it, please, thrice!”—Thomas Lux

paperback, $19.95  |  978-0-8203-5049-3


